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Indecap started using Crosskey’s new fund management service.
Crosskey’s new capital market concept gains territory. In October, Indecap began
using Crosskey’s cloud-based fund management service.
"Performance-oriented companies want to engage in business development and not
worry about daily systems and IT issues" explains Eva Thelin, a product strategist at
Crosskey.
The deal provides Indecap with access to the necessary tools to smoothly manage its fund
management processes. The tools are delivered as Software-As-A-Service from Crosskey’s
data centre. The software component is based on the OneFactor capital markets system
from Crosskey’s partner, Model IT.
"Crosskey’s offer is the result of a service-oriented strategy and it is natural, therefore, that
together with our partners we can provide Indecap with a comprehensive product, comprising
both a system and related services. Performance-oriented companies want to engage in
business development and not worry about daily systems and IT issues, explains Eva Thelin.
Now that the customers can focus fully on business development, Eva Thelin expects that
Crosskey's capital market concept will meet the needs that arise, today as well as tomorrow.
"We offer the Nordic Capital Markets segment a complete toolbox with interacting modules.
Fund Management is a module in the platform and we also provide full support for Asset
Management and deposit administration, including an integrated solution for trading and
order execution.
The result is rapid and smooth handling of all transactions. In addition, the need for system
integrations is minimized and the end-customer receives a simple and clear overall picture of
their affairs.
At Indecap, CEO Mats Lagerqvist sees several signs of a long-term relationship with
Crosskey.
"Not only do we see a modern and flexible fund management solution, we also see a
dedicated and skilled team that matches our team at Indecap. All the conditions exist for
great cooperation” says Mats Lagerqvist.
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